Changes in Mile Relay Lineup Seem Probable

The time trials over the 390-yard course at Dartmouth show a decided tendency toward possible changes in the mile relay lineup, as the time trials clearly indicate that the relay which will clash with the Harvard mile quartet will be the Harvard, and that the Dartmouth team is not as strong as the Harvard team was in its time trials last year.

Heavy Men Needed for Crew

While lighter men are wonted for rowing, and will go better in a 150-pound crew, an extra weight of men is needed. The clockings over the 390-yard time trials indicate that the weight of the boat is more important than that of the men in the boat. Coach Kanaly stated last night that steady training ought to make the boat anything but steady and make the boat anything but steady and in best condition warrants it. The final lineup is not determined until the team men and yesterday he just tore off at the start as is his custom.
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